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Air Hoist 1/4TON,1/2TON,1TON

Air hoists are all precision built chain type hoists
which are designed with three rated loads, 1/4, 1/2
and 1 ton. Each model features a pendant throttle
control, a swivel top mount hook and a swivel load
chain hook with safety latch.

Applications
Due to the good explosion-proof performance of air hoist, it is widely used in foreign
industrialized countries in chemical industry, textile, paint, logistics, wharf and other
flammable, explosive, high temperature, high dust, corrosive and strong work
places.Because it has the high frequency, the infinite speed change characteristic,
deeply production big, the continuous operation strong automobile, the tractor, the
electric motor, the refrigerator and so on manufacture profession as well as the
logistics profession favor.In particular, some countries with developed industries
clearly stipulate that the use of air hoist must be compulsory in inflammable and
explosive occasions such as petroleum, chemical industry, automobile and mine.

Main Features
1) Automatically Braking
The brake system of the winch will automatically stop goods when air power is off.
avoidance artificial operation error make heavy thing dropped suddenly, bring about
the trouble.
2)Easily Operating
The control valve combines with air motor, the winch has only one control handle it
controls speed of air motor, direction of rotation and brake air chamber.
3) Weight Light
The main spare parts in that winch is made up aluminum alloy, having the necessary
strength and rigid, but its weight lighter.
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Parameter

1/4 and 1/2 Ton Standard
29HX85, 29HX90, 29HX86, 29HX87

1 Ton Standard
29HX88, 29HX89

Type Capacity
(tons)

Pendant Throttle Control Parts of
Load
Chain

Lifting
Speed
Max
(fpm)

Lowering
Speed
Max
(fpm)

Chain
Length (In)Model No. Net

Wt.(lbs.)

Link
Chain

1/4 29HX85,29HX90 46 1 65 95 11’-5’’,
22’-7’’

1/2 29HX86,
29HX87 46 1 45 120 11’-5’’,

22’-7’’

1 29HX88,
29HX89 59 2 23 60 22’-7’’,

44’-8’’
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